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Built between 1923 and 1925, the Prince Charles Hotel stands as one of the finest Colonial Revival structures in Fayetteville's downtown commercial district. The seven-story, 185-room hotel is a fireproof building of steel, concrete, and brick which follows the tradition of the Italian Renaissance palazzo. Levels are differentiated by a change in building materials and detailing, and function is distinct with the ground level reserved for commercial activities and the upper for rooms or living quarters. Noted for its size, scale, and exquisite detailing, the Prince Charles occupies an important place in Fayetteville's architectural development.

The original 125-room section of the hotel, which faces Hay Street, rises seven stories and is an expansive ten bays across and ten deep. Interest is focused on the double central entrance bay which rises almost a full three stories and is composed of several tiers. The first contains double doors with flanking single doors topped by a marquee; the second, a Palladian window framed by pilasters; and the third, paired 8/1 sash windows complemented by pilasters and carrying a graceful swan's neck pediment adorned with vines, garlands, festoons, and rosettes.

The first two stories of the hotel at the sides and front are covered with a non-structural limestone face punctuated by semicircular window/door openings. Above the openings are paired 6/1 sash windows faced with iron rails which bear the lozenge-shaped hotel logo. Between the paired windows are rosettes and above them an entablature which provides a finishing edge to the limestone cover.

The hotel's remaining stories are faced with simple common bond brick and have rows of headers demarcating the stories. Except on the seventh floor, windows contain 6/1 sash and occur in pairs as below. Seventh floor fenestration is set apart from the rest by projecting moldings and a slightly different style window treatment. Balconied windows are tripartite with multi-paned upper lights and single lower lights. Above each is a garland-strewn panel and an architrave with circular and scroll ornament. The square of brick wall between windows, outlined by limestone strips, bears the formal Prince Charles Hotel shield-shaped emblem. Finishing the front and side facades is a cornice molding which follows the slightly projecting roofline. Five lamp posts with globes still rest along the front roofline.

Features on the west side of the building resemble those at the front except windows in the second, third, and fourth bays are single rather than double. Five of the ten bays along this side belong to the 60-room addition which was built onto the hotel in 1942. Original features are faithfully reproduced in this rear extension, which spans only part of the building creating a rear ell. A former kitchen wing also projects from the rear, and standing nearby is a boiler room with tall stacks which continues to function as a heat source.
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The interior of the Prince Charles Hotel, although altered, bears some of its original features which hint at former elegance. The reception area retains its paneled square-in-section columns and pilasters with squared capitals, all arranged in a grid pattern with ceiling beams connecting. Along the front (south) wall of this room are marble staircases bearing brass handrails, and iron balustrades set with the hotel logo, which again are strewn with rosettes, festoons, and urns along with the nearby wall face. A reception desk follows the opposite wall, and elevators and a ballroom and bar are found at opposite ends. Guest rooms above feature private baths.
Built in 1923-1925, the seven-story Prince Charles Hotel, a fireproof building constructed of steel, concrete, and brick, is one of the finest Colonial Revival structures in the downtown commercial district of Fayetteville. It began as a local stock company enterprise and opened in 1925 with 125 rooms. Enlarged to its present 185 room size in 1942, the venture experienced both surge and setback. The hotel basically functioned, however, in the manner of grand downtown establishments by catering to the southbound tourist trade, disembarking passengers from nearby trains, and local residents who patronized the fine dining room facilities on the premises. Like many downtown hotels, it suffered its most serious setback recently with the decline of nearby commercial establishments in favor of those in suburban areas, and, although vacant at present, awaits improvements as part of general downtown revitalization efforts.

A. Financed by a local stock company, the Prince Charles Hotel was built during the period of 1920s prosperity in the manner of substantial downtown hotels in order to cater to southbound tourists, passengers coming from nearby train stations, and local residents.

C. The Prince Charles Hotel c. 1923-1925 exemplifies the commercial Colonial Revival of the early twentieth century with its seven story brick construction, regular ten bay facades, formal entrance bay dramatically highlighted by a Palladian window and swan's neck pediment, and general classical ornament.
The Prince Charles Hotel was built between 1923 and 1925 on the north side of the 400 block of Hay Street. It was financed and erected by the Community Hotel Company of Fayetteville, North Carolina, Inc., a local stock company, which was incorporated on 5 May 1923 to

... establish, build, and equip hotels and inns and restaurants (sic), for the accommodation (sic) of local people and the travelling public; to carry on the business of hotel and innkeepers, restaurant keepers, caterers, keepers of livery stable and garages for horseless conveyances and motor vehicles of all kinds, warehouseman, (sic) tobacconists, dealers in provisions, barbers and hairdressers, news-dealers and proprietors (sic) or managers of theaters, opera houses and other places of public amusements ... ¹

Fourteen well-known city businessmen, among them B. R. Huske, Jr., J. R. Tolar, Jr., D. G. McKethan, and John M. DeVane, acted as incorporators and held eighty-eight shares of preferred stock at the outset, which, along with additional preferred and common stock, provided the financial base for the venture.² The company purchased a Hay Street lot from A. B. McMillan and others on 9 June 1923 and construction progressed at such a rate that the Prince Charles was open for business in 1925.³ It quickly earned a reputation for elegance.

The efforts of the local stock company, organized for the purpose of building a downtown hotel in the grand manner, reflected the optimism of the 1920s. These were prosperous years for Fayetteville, which enjoyed an expanding economy, due in large part to a productive textile industry and to the establishment of the nearby military installation, known by 1922 as Fort Bragg.

The efforts also reflected changing social and cultural habits favoring travel. The mid 1920s saw a Florida boom, for example, and it is no surprise that the Hotel Prince Charles was erected at a time when John Oates and a Fayetteville contingent lobbied for a Carolina-Florida short route. An improved regional road system, which materialized by the late 1920s, plus a downtown "hotel row", the largest of which was the Prince Charles, put Fayetteville in good position to net droves of southbound tourists.⁴
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All of Lot 1, Block A, Map 78-2-3-4, Cross Creek Township, as outlined in red on map. See map section.
The initial Prince Charles effort was short-lived and began floundering under heavy debt in 1928. On 5 February of the following year, it was sold by foreclosure to the Barringer Interest of Florence, South Carolina. Several intermediate transfers occurred until R. L. and Grace Sikes Pittman purchased the building, grounds, furnishings, and supplies in 1940. They ushered in a new era for the hotel, which was expanded from its original 125-room size to its present 185-room capacity. This occurred during the World War II era which impacted Fayetteville dramatically due to the presence of nearby military installations. A housing shortage, caused by the influx of servicemen, prompted expansion and leasing of every available space. A local businessman remembers arriving in Fayetteville as an Air Force serviceman during the World War II years, disembarking from the train which crossed Hay Street a block from the hotel, and spending his first night at the nearby Prince Charles.

Not only was the Prince Charles a favored spot for vacationers and servicemen, it was patronized by the local townspeople. Miss Elizabeth Poe, a lifelong resident of Fayetteville, remembers when people ate Sunday dinner in the hotel's Camellia Room. It had a reputation for elegance and fine food in the manner of the grand downtown hotel.

The events which later caused the demise of the Prince Charles also contributed to the general decline of downtown Fayetteville. One occurred as early as the 1950s when trains stopping at nearby stations began to carry more freight and less passengers, resulting in a loss of hotel customers and downtown business in general. Another was the increased dependency on the automobile over the railroad for transportation, which fostered the rise of motels along major highways and created vacancies in once-full downtown hotels. And in the last decade the lure of the suburban shopping mall has been great, enticing potential downtown customers away from the city center. The Prince Charles lost the patronage which it originally enjoyed and gradually fell into a state of decline and disrepair.

Operating as the Prince Charles Motor Hotel and accommodating mainly transients, the facility was last privately owned in 1979 at which time it was acquired by the City of Fayetteville. At present, it is vacant except for a few small businesses on the ground floor. Prospects for the hotel, once bleak, are now more hopeful with downtown revitalization efforts getting underway. Ideas for renovating the building, which include office space, housing, or private development, are currently being explored.
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